The question as to whether every derivation of a simple algebra is inner, is still unsettled. The simple proofs given below of Theorem A, which is a special case of a well-known theorem (see [4, pp. 22-23]), and that of Theorem B would possibly be a new approach to this question. C=C for every derivation D of A, then every derivation of A will be inner. Because F is algebraically closed, C = 0 or C=FI, C = 0 or C' = FI. Since C=FI implies C' = FI=C and since every derivation is inner in this case as well as when C = 0, the question raised at the outset boils down to the consideration of the only case C = 0, C -FI. The plausibility of this case remains to be seen. Now, in the case of simple Lie algebra A over a field F of characteristic zero, 7/= {ad x}*ea; L'-L+ {a7)}aep. Since A is simple, the center of A = {xQA\ ad x = 0} = {o}. If ad yEcenter C of L, then
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